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SUMMER 2022 

BIOGRAPHY & HISTORY 

    
CHRIS PATTEN   The Hong Kong Diaries   (560pp) £30 
Take a ringside seat with the last British Governor at the handing over of the territory 
HRH THE DUKE OF KENT   A Royal Life   (336pp) £25 
Reflections of seventy years as a working Royal, in conversation with Hugo Vickers 
JONATHAN FREEDLAND   The Escape Artist   (400pp) £20 
Rudolf Vrba: the jew who escaped Auschwitz, told the world & saved 200,000 lives 
GAVIN MORTIMER   David Stirling: The Phoney Major   (448pp) £25 
Reassessment of the legacy of the founder of the SAS: military genius or self-publicist? 
ANNELI DRUMMOND-HAY   Merely a Rider   (224pp) £18.99 
Autobiography of the trail-blazing equestrian. Winner of the Burleigh-Badminton double  
PHILIP SHORT   Putin: His Life & Times   (864pp) £30 
Demolishing many of the preconceptions of his personality & preoccupations 
LESLIE THOMAS   Do Right and Fear No One   (448pp)    £20 
Leading QC on the need to hold the State to account: from the Birmingham Six to Grenfell 
EDWARD CHANCELLOR   The Price of Time   (432pp) £25 
History & role of interest rates on society from ancient Mesopotamia to the present  
STEPHEN GOLDING   Oxford University on Mont Blanc   (320pp) £30 
Established in 1891, the ‘Chalet des Anglais’, home of the oldest university ‘reading party’ 
AMY ODELL   Anna: The Biography   (464pp) £20 
How grit, determination & family connections shaped the life & career of Anna Wintour 
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MARK LUTYENS ED.   ‘Lut’: Life in the Office of Sir Edwin Lutyens   (64pp)    £25 
Garnered from letters received in 1939, memories of the legendary architect 
JAMIE BLACKETT   Land of Milk and Honey   (256pp)    £20 
Free trade, Brexit & Scottish politics: continuing struggle to keep the family estate afloat 
NINO STRACHEY   Young Bloomsbury   (352pp)    £25 
Avant-garde young bloods: Eddy Sackville-West, Julia Strachey, Dadie Rylands et al  
FRANCES SPALDING   The Real and the Romantic   (384pp)    £35 
Fresh look at English art between the two World Wars: Ravilious, Nash, Spencer  
DUNCAN SMITH   Gilded City   (160pp)    £25 
Explore the history of London through its mediaeval & early modern architecture 
TOBIAS JONES   The Po   (288pp) £20 
From the Alps to the Adriatic, the history, culture & cuisine of Italy’s longest river 
LEVI ROACH   Empires of the Normans   (320pp) £25 
From Viking raiders to rulers of the Mediterranean: a global history of the Normans 
ELISABETH KEHOE   Queen of the Savoy   (224pp) £25 
Life of Helen D’Oyly Carte: the organizational powerhouse behind Gilbert & Sullivan  
SETH ALEXANDER THEVOZ   Behind Closed Doors   (384pp) July £25 
Entertaining story of the rise, decline & resurgence of London’s private members’ clubs 
IAIN MACGREGOR   The Lighthouse of Stalingrad  (368pp)    July £25 
The legend that was ‘The Lighthouse’: beacon of hope during the battle for Stalingrad 
PHILIPPE SANDS   The Last Colony   (224pp) August £16.99 
Were the Chagos Islands illegally detached from Mauritius? A personal view of the case 
LEANDA DE LISLE   Henrietta Maria   (496pp) August £25 
Misjudged consort of Charles I: from French Princess to Restoration Queen 

FICTION 

    
MARTIN WALKER   To Kill a Troubadour   (352pp) £20 
A Catalan folk group is barred from playing, then threatened. Can Bruno protect them? 
REV. RICHARD COLES   Murder Before Evensong   (368pp) £16.99 
Will Canon Daniel Clement catch a killer? Secrets of the past will have to be investigated  
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SADIE JONES   Amy and Lan   (320pp) £16.99 
Three families escape the city for a country idyll, but will this utopia survive the fault lines? 
CRESSIDA CONNOLLY   Bad Relations   (288pp) £14.99 
Experiences had on the battlefields of the Crimea reverberate down the generations 
JOHANNA HEDMAN   The Trio   (336pp)    £14.99 pbk 
Memories of two Stockholm summers resurface when a daughter seeks answers 
VICTORIA DOWD   A Book of Murder   (312pp)  £8.99 pbk 
A murder on a private island. The Smart women are on the case 
IAN MOORE   Death and Fromage   (304pp) £14.99 
A famous restaurant has its three Michelin stars downgraded to two. Murder follows 
ALAN JUDD   Queen and Country  (240pp) £16.99 
Former head of MI6 is tasked with preventing Russian defectors being killed one by one 
OLIVER HARRIS   A Season in Exile   (336pp) £16.99 
Nick Belsey isn’t your average detective. He is cynical, amoral & on the run in Mexico City 
PHILIP GWYNNE JONES   The Angels of Venice   (4160pp) £16.99 
Acqua Alta 2019. The body of an English art historian is discovered. Murdered? 
SIMON MAWER   Ancestry   (432pp) July £18.99 
Three lives, now only existing as lines on a census, imagined & brought to life 
ELIZABETH NOBLE   Other People’s Husbands   (496pp)    July £20 
Could one adulterous affair break friendships hewed over twenty years?  
CLARE POLLARD   Delphi   (208pp) July £12.99 
Lockdown: a classics academic finds predicting the future blurs the present 
ANTHONY HOROWITZ   The Twist of a Knife   (384pp) August £20 
A theatre critic is murdered. Can Horowitz prove his innocence with Hawthorne’s help? 
ROBERT GALBRAITH   The Ink Black Heart   (1024pp) August £25 
Cormoran Strike investigates the murky online world when a cartoonist is murdered 
VASILY GROSSMAN   The People Immortal   (352pp) August £25 
A Red Army regiment faces the brutality of Barbarossa. Translated from the original text 
LAWRENCE OSBORNE   On Java Road  (240pp) August £16.99 
Hong Kong in turmoil: veteran British journalist delves into the fate of a missing protestor 
MOHSIN HAMID   The Last White Man   (192pp) August £12.99 
People waking, find their skin has turned dark. Why? From the author of ‘Exit West’ 
EMI YAGI   Diary of a Void   (224pp) August £12.99 pbk 
A Japanese woman is tired of being the drudge. So she fakes pregnancy. But what then? 
AVA GLASS   Alias Emma  (400pp) August £14.99 
Mission: rescue an innocent man, take him to MI6. He doesn’t want to go. First in series  
SIMON MAYO   Tick Tock   (368pp) August £14.99 
A ticking in an ear turns into a killer pandemic. Where has this illness come from? 
ANNE BOOTH   Small Miracles   (304pp) August £14.99 
Will a lottery win save the three remaining Sisters of St Philomena?  
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COOKERY, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY  

    
MALACHY TALLACK   Illuminated by Water   (272pp) £16.99 
Fishing: the sense of wonder & freedom that the simple act of casting a line gives 
IXTA BELFRAGE   Mezcla: Recipes to Excite  (288pp) £26 
Ottolenghi protégé claims the flavours of Italy, Brazil & beyond to enliven every meal 
DEBORA ROBERTSON   Notes from a Small Kitchen Island (288pp) £26 
A miscellany of unfussy recipes culled from the various kitchens that have shaped her life  
SARAH LANGFORD   Rooted   (368pp) £16.99 
How climate change, Brexit, Covid & falling incomes have changed the face of farming 
ALEXANDRE ANTONELLI   The Hidden Universe   (288pp) £14.99 
Director of Science at Kew on how biodiversity is the source & salvation of our existence 
ALICE HART   The Magnificent Book of Vegetables   (240pp) £26 
Over eighty tantalizing, uncomplicated,  ‘vegetablecentric’ recipes for busy people 
ANGELA HARTNETT   The Weekend Cook  (288pp) £26 
Stress-free entertaining: recipes to please discerning guests & hungry crowds 
XA TOLLEMACHE   A Garden Well Placed   (176pp) £35 
How a home, Helmingham Hall, taught its chatelaine all she needed about garden design 
DAN KEEL   Swan: Portrait of a Majestic Bird   (256pp) £9.99 pbk 
Explores the myth, history & habits of the mute swan, Britain’s most awe-inspiring bird  
TODD LONGSTAFFE-GOWAN   English Garden Eccentrics   (400pp) £30 
Gardens as a form of autobiography: from Sir Francis Dashwood to Lady Dorothy Nevill 
CHARLES MOSELEY   To Everything a Season   (224pp) £15.99 
A gallimaufry of reflections rooted in the Fenland village of Reach by a seasoned insider 
MIKE UNWIN   Around the World in 80 Birds   (284pp) £22 
A book to dip into or savour whole with illustrations by artist Ryuto Miyake 
DONAL P. MCCRACKEN   Napoleon’s Garden Island   (416pp) £35 
St Helena’s rich garden heritage due to its use as ‘resting place’ for plants from the Far East 
SABRINA GHAYOUR   Persiana Everyday   (240pp) August £26 
‘Golden girl of Persian cookery’ provides over a hundred quick-cook, quick-prep dishes 
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CHILDREN’S SUMMER LIST 2022 

0 – 4 YEARS OLD 

    
AXEL SCHEFFLER   Who’s Hiding in the Jungle   (10pp)   Board Book £6.99 
Help the monkeys look for their friend hiding in the Jungle. With easy-to-lift felt flaps to 
spot other wild animals along the journey 
CARLY MADDEN   Hungry Farm   (12pp)   Board Book August £12.99 
Decide what to feed hungry Cow, Pig, Chicken & Sheep from the four dangling foods 
attached to the spine. Will you pick the right food for each animal or tease instead?   
MARK SPERRING   Hot Dog   (32pp) £12.99/£6.99 pbk 
Hot Dog longs to be a REAL dog. So, when the Mustard Fairy grants his wish, will the other 
dogs accept him? A deliciously silly summer picture book 
JULIA RAWLINSON   Fletcher and the Rockpool   (32pp) £12.99 
Fletcher the fox is having a splendid time on the beach making new friends in the rockpool. 
When the sea disappears he rushes to rescue Little Crab, but does he need to? 
OLAF FALAFEL   Blobfish   (32pp) £12.99 
Blobfish lives at the bottom of the sea, longing for a friend. But that new friend turns out to 
be a life-threatening plastic bag. Gentle introduction to the issue of plastic in the ocean 
RUTH BROWN   Eye Spy   (32pp) £12.99 
Discover the letters of the alphabet as the reader solves each riddle to guess which animal 
is hiding within its pages 
MICHAEL ROSEN   Ready for Spaghetti   (64pp) £14.99 
From bouncing out of bed in the morning to snuggling down at night, thirty poems 
celebrate children's daily routines with witty wordplay. Illustrated by Polly Dunbar 
RICO HINSON-KING   Strong and Tough   (32pp) August £12.99/£6.99 
Charlie loves football but dreams of finding a permanent family for himself & his sisters. 
By the ten-year-old Premier League writer of the year & illustrated by Nick Sharratt 
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5-8 YEARS OLD  

    
OCTAVIO PINTOS   How does an Octopus Sleep   (48pp) July £12.99 
Discover the unusual ways animals sleep, whether upside down or under the sea & quite 
possibly not under a duvet. Also examines animal habitats, diet & behaviour. Sleep tight! 
ROGER MCGOUGH  An Imaginary Menagerie   (96pp) July £7.99 pbk 
Originally published in 1988, an evergreen anthology of poems about real & imaginary 
animals, from newts with flutes to boisterous baboons in hot-air balloons  
JOSEPH COELHO   Our Tower   (48pp) August £12.99 
Children from a tower block seek adventure & magic. But travelling to a wonderful world 
inside a tree they find that the magic they were seeking was in their tower all along 
MICHAEL MORPURGO   There Once is a Queen   (64pp)  £12.99 
There once was a little girl, born a princess. She then became our Queen. A poetic 
celebration of our longest reigning monarch. Illustrated by Michael Foreman 
LAUREN CHILD   Scram! Clarice Bean   (176pp) £12.99 
Clarice Bean finds herself escaping the danger of boredom during the holidays when she 
meets an actual real-life DOG who will NOT scram! 
LIZ PICHON   You Can Draw Tom Gates   (64pp) £6.99 pbk 
A must-have art activity book for fans of Tom Gates & doodlers everywhere. Learn how to 
draw Rooster the dog, Tom's favourite snacks & much, much more 
SAM COPELAND & JENNY PEARSON  The Underpants of Chaos  (368pp) £7.99 pbk 
Can spy-detective Agatha & Lenny fight off attacks from evil underpants & Transylvanian 
gargoyles to stop the SHIVERS sucking their town into oblivion? First in series 
PUNEET BHANDAL   Starlet Rivals   (264pp) July £7.99 pbk 
Will Bela win the Dance Starz competition to claim her place at the Bollywood Academy 
& so move closer to her dreams? 
KATIE NELSON ET AL   The Book of Sisters   (128pp)  £12.99 
From Queen Elizabeth II & Princess Margaret to tennis superstars Venus & Serena 
Williams (& the odd Egyptian ruler) see the world through sisters making their mark  
MARCUS RASHFORD   You Can Do It   ( 224pp) July £9.99 
The footballer & campaigner encourages us to use our voice, embrace difference, face 
injustice as every kind act, however small, can effect change  
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9-11 YEARS OLD  

    
EMMA CARROLL   Escape to the River Sea   (288pp) £12.99 
Follow Rosa’s adventures as she journeys from post war England to the Amazon rainforest 
in search of family & belonging. Inspired by Eva Ibbotson’s ‘Journey to the River Sea’ 
MICHELLE PAVER   Wolfbane   (88pp) £12.99 
Can Torak & Renn save their pack brother, Wolf, as he is swept out to sea, fleeing from a 
demon eager to devour his soul? Triumphant finale to the Chronicles of Ancient Darkness  
PETER BUNZL   The Clockwork Queen   (128pp)  £7.99 pbk 
With  the help of the  automaton Clockwork Queen, chess prodigy Sophie Peshka must 
out play the only too real Catherine the Great to secure her father’s release from prison 
ANTHONY KESSEL   Five Clues   (336pp) £6.99 pbk 
After her mother’s death, eleven-year-old Edie finds a note. It contains five clues. Only 
when they are solved will she find out why her campaigning mother died. First in series 
JESSICA SCOTT-WHYTE   The Asparagus Bunch   (240pp) July £7.99 pbk 
Leon John Crothers is 4,779 days old, obsessed with confectionary & hates being labelled 
autistic. But by being himself, yes, different, he makes friends . Full of comedy 
JAMILA GAVIN   Never Forget You   (384pp)  July £6.99 pbk 
Will the strong friendship between four girls who first met at boarding school survive 
WWII, where they face danger as pilots & undercover agents in the French Resistance? 
ALAKE PILGRIM   Zo and The Forest of Secrets   (320pp) £7.99 pbk 
Zo & Adri are on the run through a once familiar forest, trying to escape strange 
creatures. A Caribbean island adventure with futuristic twists  
ELIZABETH LAIRD   The Misunderstandings of Charity Brown   (304pp) July £12.99 
Charity’s strict, religious family have inherited a huge rambling house which they decide 
to open to the needy. But she needs to forge her own identity in post war England  
JONATHAN STROUD   The Notorious Scarlett and Browne   (400pp) July £7.99 pbk 
Outlaws Scarlett McCain & Albert Brown must pull off an impossible mission to save the 
ones they love in this fast-paced adventure set in a broken, futuristic Britain  
ONJALI Q RAUF  Hope on the Horizon (288pp)  £9.99 pbk 
Writer & human rights campaigner calls upon fictional & actual people like Malala, Greta 
& Einstein to examine human traits & the skills needed to survive this topsy turvy world 
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12+ YEARS   

    
M J SULLIVAN   Game Over -Rise of the Raid Mob   (352pp) July £8.99 pbk 
Four teenage misfits & world class gamers are drawn into the virtual reality of their favourite 
video game, ‘Distant Dawn’, which pitches them against a menace from across the stars 
ELLA MCLEOD   Rapunzella, Or, Don’t Touch My Hair!   (432pp) July £8.99 pbk 
Rapunzella’s hair takes on an enchanted life of its own in this modern mythical retelling. 
Will she fall for Prince Charming or take charge of her own future? 
KELIS ROWE   Finding Jupiter  (336pp)  £7.99 pbk 
Memphis 2022. When Ray (real name Jupiter) & Orion meet, the stars seem to align. Is their 
love strong enough to overcome the tragedies in their families' past? 
MELINDA SALISBURY   Her Dark Wings   (352pp)  July £7.99 pbk 
Did Corey cause her best friend Bree’s death, just by wishing it? Corey’s rage & despair takes 
her to the Underworld in this retelling of the Persephone myth 
MEG ROSOFF   Friends Like These   (320p) £12.99 
Can eighteen-year- old student Beth’s & Edie’s friendship survive flat-sharing in New York 
& betrayal in this coming-of-age summer story set in the 1980s (14+) 
MYA-ROSE CRAIG   Birdgirl   (336pp) June £16.99 
A memoir recounting Mya-Rose’s adventures around the world, highlighting man’s willful 
destruction of the planet but also the healing power of bird spotting (14+) 
 

 
 
 

 

 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
All these books may be ordered through us via email (vv@venetiavyvyan.com) or over the 
telephone (+44 (20) 8772 1427) and can be sent to destinations across the globe. 
Sometimes publishers change date of publication or need to reprint popular titles.  In these 
situations, or where prices change, we will let you know before sending out your order. 
We will endeavour to have them sent as speedily as possible choosing the most efficient and 
cost effective way available.  Do let us know if you have any particular requests – be it gift-
wrapping, a message included in a present or a particular delivery date. 
Payment may be made via credit card (please ring through the details if at all possible) or 
sterling cheque made payable to Venetia Vyvyan Ltd. or by bank transfer to Lloyds Bank, 
Account number: 50856160 Sort code: 30-84-68. 
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